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Abstract

If P&C Insurance Company faces a challenge when their treasury system needs a new interface to a software as a service application. They need a suggestion for configuration for how the system and the application can work together. The work presented in this report is a suggestion for how you can make business configuration of an IT-based Treasury System in general. The exact configuration for the case received from If is presented as a separate report, found in Appendix A and is called the If-report. The If-report presents the suggested technical set-up of the configuration. It is not company specific but system and application specific. The work made in that report will be a standard in future version of the treasury system. The work made in this report is presented to the Royal Institute of Technology and can work as an example of how to approach a business configuration that needs to be done in an IT-based Treasury System.
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Suggestion for reader

I recommend readers to this report who are not familiar with financial terms, the application Currency Linked System and the system WallStreet Suite to read the Terminology chapter before anything else in this report.
1. Introduction

1.1 Background

The Insurance Company is in need of a documentation of how an interface for their software as a service application Currency Linked Systems (CLS) can be used together with their IT based Treasury-system WallStreet Suite v7.4 (WSS). CLS is a confirmation and settlement system for trades made in the foreign exchange market. It automates the process of confirming and executing trades made by brokers in a secure way. For that, CLS is widely appreciated and used by banks and financial institutions all over the world. In order for the Insurance Company to be able to use it, they need an interface to their treasury system WSS. The report written for If should not be confused with this report, written for KTH. The original report that was handed over to If is in this report found as Appendix A, it will be referred to as the If-report.

The If-report will, if successful, be handed over to WallStreet Systems, the provider of WSS, for them to develop. The assignment is to write a documentation which should serve as a suggestion for how the interface can be configured.

1.2 Task and objectives

Purpose

The purpose is to automate the manual settlement and confirmations process of foreign exchange trades (FX trades) for back office.

Goal

The main goal of this documentation is to present a suggestion for a business configuration that later can be implemented in the treasury system. This requires following:

- A method that is familiar to the Insurance company
- A configuration that applies to any company using WSS
- A naming convention that is similar to other interfaces used in the treasury system

These goals will help fulfill the main goal and have been declared by the Insurance Company.
**Scope and limitations**

The specification should be written according to model that the Insurance Company’s used in earlier reports. The report should mainly explain how WSS should be set-up and integrate with CLS to give the best end-user experience. It should be written in a way that it can apply to any company using WSS v. 7.4 together with CLS. Therefore, no company specific info should be shown in the report.

The report should be limited to contain the set-up that the Insurance Company had in earlier version of WSS, that is, only for fx-spot, fx-forward, fx-swap trades (see Termonlogy chapter). That means that nothing should be specified for fx-options and non-deliverable forwards (NDFs) at this stage. This info is not company specific but general as it only concerns what instruments that are most widely traded in CLS.

**1.3 Expected outcome**

The following headings explain what the outline of the If-report should contain.

**Background**
Explains shortly why the specification is needed and what purpose it serves.

**About CLS**
This chapter explains more about CLS and the use of it when you also use WSS.

**Workflow**
The process models show how the workflow at the insurance Company was done before and after the use of CLS. They show both the confirmation and the settlement workflow to distinguish the different processes.

**Controlling the flow in WSS**
This chapter explains how WSS should be configured if the interface is built. It also explains how the set-ups work and the logic behind it.

**Property editor**
In this chapter the properties needed for different objects are stated. The properties are set-up in an editor called “Property editor” and later added to the different objects.
Transaction tags
In this chapter the set-up of transaction tags in WSS is explained. The logic and conditions for the tags are also explained.

Activity Manager
This chapter explains how the application Activity Manager in WSS should be set-up.

Transaction Flow
This more in-depth chapter explains exactly what happens to a transaction when it moves in the transaction flow in WSS. It explains in what transaction state a transaction is and what the outcomes of actions would be from that state. This chapter justifies the set-up.

Suggestions for improvement
In this chapter suggestions for improvements are stated. They are ideas that might have come up during the work or things that were excluded because of limitations.

To be provided
This chapter shortly explains what the insurance Company later will provide to WallStreet Systems. This has been excluded from the original specification because of lack of time and priorities the build the most critical parts first.

Attachment 1
This picture explains how the file should look like in order for CLS to be able to read it. It also explains from where the file should get the data in its fields.
2 Extended background

Model

When approaching this documentation I compared two models, the model provided by the Insurance Company and a general way of work called object oriented analysis and design. I present these two below as well as a discussion where they are compared.

The Insurance Company’s model

The Insurance Company model was provided by my mentor Anders Eriksson. He has previously written a report for another system (Central trade manager - CTM) and asked for the same outline for this report for CLS. The CTM report was written according to this model:

Background
About CTM
*Interface between WSS and CTM*
Workflow today and tomorrow
Controlling the flow in WSS
  *Transaction Statuses* (new version calls statuses – tags)
  Transaction Parameters
  Property Editor
  Activity Manager
  *Transaction Hook*
  *Rule editor*
  Transaction Flow
  Modes
File formats for export and import (as an attachment)
Additional Requirements (Suggestions for improvement)

This model first explains the background (purpose) of the report. It then provides some short basic information about the system and the workflow where it will be used. Then it describes the technical set-up and the logic required, written in a way that only a person with good knowledge about the WSS can understand it. The transaction flow part describes how the set-up will work and can later be used as a foundation for acceptance testing. After that the file formats are described and this is also done on a quite high level where previous experience/knowledge about WSS is needed. At the end the additional requirements are presented, this is to be done later or suggestions for improvement to the company which will build the specification. All headings under “Controlling the flow in WSS” are not mandatory as some of them don’t apply to an interface with CLS; these are marked with cursive writing.
Object oriented analysis and design

Work with Object oriented analysis and design (OOA/D) can be done in many ways. However most models can be drawn down to:

- Identifying usage scenarios for the system
- Describe interactions between user and system
- Assigning responsibility for the outcomes to parts of the system

To be able to identify scenarios and users for the system interviews can be conducted. Then different kind of diagrams can be helpful in sorting out the information. To mention a few, use cases, sequence diagrams, class diagrams and filmstrips. The interaction between the user and the scenarios can be identified as interaction. This will be done for different business processes. In the end, we need to find the outcomes of these interactions. For all interactions an outcome should be specified. For example a user can be identified as “Back office” which should be able to run (scenario) an activity which exports a file (interaction). The outcome of this interaction should be that the file is successfully sent to CLS and updated in the systems as “CLS-Sent”. Possible changes of objects should also be specified and connected to other objects. By doing that you might save time by having a common changed object connected to several other objects, instead doing one for each one of them.

A class diagram should be written to identify different classes which are connected to each other and contain info. To explain more about the technical structure and architecture component and deployment diagrams can be written. They explain more in detail what the structure look like (through pictures) and how they work (through info in the pictures) (Gorman, 2005).

Discussion

The OOA/D is a well-known and used model. It is used in several courses at KTH where diagrams such as class diagrams and use cases are often written. This is a very structured way to work and makes it easy for other people (without previous knowledge) to understand and follow the work. The programmers get’s an overview of what is needed but they also need to do some thinking of their own to be able to build the system. The Insurance Company’s model is more technical and assumes the reader have good knowledge about the system and workflows. It might be easier for a programmer to implement but harder for an end-user to understand. However, the Insurance Company has already written a specification with their own
model and wants to continue to do so. They are familiar with the model and also with the systems. It won’t be read by others then programmers and system specialists.

**Previous work**

As CLS has been used together with WSS in an earlier version there is a report for that interface. It has been written by an external Company which the Insurance Company no longer cooperates with. Therefore the If-report could not look anything like their report - that would have been plagiarism.

A business specification has also been written for another system, called CTM Omgeo. The interface for CTM and the earlier version of WSS is already in use and in the new version of WSS as a standard interface. Therefore I studied the set-up and learned the logic to be able to re-create a similar solution for CLS. Even though they are different systems some things can be shared, like the outline of the mode, naming convention and some of the logic. As the interface for CTM is already in use the end-users are familiar with the way it works and the logic behind it, therefore the CLS interface needed to be designed in a way that makes it easy for the end-user to learn and work with it.

**3 Method**

The method I have worked with is the model that If provided. I choose to work by their method but compromised by drawing four detailed models to better explain the workflows in a well-known language called business process modeling (BPMN), this might be helpful if someone not familiar with the systems wants to learn more.

The most helpful material I used was another report written by my mentor. That report was for another interface for another system but helped in what approach I should take in the beginning. My mentor wrote it without using a specific model or method but only his experience from working several years within the WSS community. He wanted the If-report to be written in the same way in order to make it easier to understand. I think my mentor’s report was written in a structured and logical way, therefore I see no reason for using other methods or models.

The report was done by first reading and going over literature relating to CLS or WSS, then designing the report, then discussion of the result and in the end writing the conclusions.
The approach taken writing the report was first extensive reading and research. Much of this was provided by the Insurance Company but to stay current a lot of reading was done online. Websites I used the most was CLS own website, cls-group.com. When the facts were collected I analyzed it and asked questions if there were anything that was unclear.

One goal was to have similar naming convention in my specification as in my mentors. That would make it easier for the end-user and create a more transparent interface. As questions arised I discussed them with my mentor. I then created a layout of the report. This was done with headlines and key-words. The key-words were helpful as they made me realize the extent of the report and where I needed to research more. I first started to work on the set-up of the system. When I thought all the logic was in place I created a transaction flow where I tested that my set-up would work theoretically. This was done in a first draft for which a received feedback from my mentor by notes and comments. I corrected, added less vital parts like process models and suggestions for improvement and handed in a second draft. This draft was after some more feedback the final draft.

Fact collection

The facts presented in this specification are collected through observation, reading and my mentor. By observing and finding my way around WSS in the purpose of CLS I found new things and learned about new areas. When I lacked information or understanding when working in WSS I used the extensive user manual. From the user manual I learned about the new features in WSS versus the ones that were used in the previous version. I also read the business specification written by my mentor for the system CTM. From that I learned about the model and also the way another interface was set-up in the system. When questions arise my mentor was always available to answer them and give me feedback. I also searched the web for the latest info about CLS and to learn about different message formats used in file transfers. My mentor reviewed my work two times and gave comments which also worked as a source of information. His experience and knowledge about WSS was my greatest resource. Looking at the Insurance Company model I collected facts by:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Background</th>
<th>The background was written through information told by my mentor.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>About CLS</td>
<td>The facts presented here are from the CLS Group’s website and from own user experience.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Workflow today and tomorrow

The workflows were written from own experience of back office work and from information given by my mentor.

Controlling the flow in WSS

Transaction *Statuses* (new version calls statuses – tags)
- Transaction Parameters
- Property Editor
- Activity Manager
- Transaction Flow
- Modes

The controlling the flow section is the most complex. Here I used basic understanding from WSS together with research about the new version through user manuals and my mentor. The name of the tags, parameters and properties were taken from the specification for CTM, as the names should be similar. Some parts were created through discussions and brainstorming with my mentor. Most ideas to the set-up that we presented were very changed several times during the work as I gained greater understanding of the logic with time.

File formats for export and import

The file formats were created from material about the formats from If and from internet. The message formats are standardized and are used by banks and institutions all over the world, therefore a lot of information about the fields in the files and their meaning can be found online.

Additional Requirements (Suggestions for improvement)

The additional requirements were written in the end of the specification when I had good understanding of both WSS and CLS. This section also contains some limitations as “future work”.

4 Implementation and results

The results of the report contains of the suggested technical configuration in WSS. It is presented in the Insurance Company’s model which you can follow by the name of the headings. The background has been excluded since it is explained in this report as well as found under heading “Background” in Appendix A.

About CLS

CLS stands for currency linked system and is used for confirmation and settlement of foreign exchange trades. It offers a way to eliminate the settlement risk through payment versus payment (payments are made to involved parties at the same time). CLS is the market standard for FX settlements and is used by 13 441 banks, corporates and funds (CLS-Group, 2011). Today 17 currencies are eligible for use in CLS. It performed as a file transfer between the customers’ treasury systems and CLS. When both counterparties has sent in their trades in files to CLS (or input them directly in the system) CLS checks the trade details and if correct replies with a file to the customers.
Workflow

The work-flow of the Insurance Company today is presented here to show the difference in the business processes if the proposed configuration is accepted and implemented. The end of the confirmations flow is the start of the settlement flow.

Today

Confirmations flow
The confirmations flow explains the trades flow from it is input until it is confirmed in WSS. It is done to make sure the trader has input correct details in the system. The confirmation is done between yourself and the counterparty you traded with. The trade details are compared and back office makes sure everything coincide. In case something differs back office first talk to their trader and asks if he input something wrong, if not the counterparty is contacted. Without the use of CLS this is done mainly by fax, with CLS the comparing is done automatically. Before CLS was used the confirmations flow was done according to this process model:

Figure 1. Confirmations flow pre-CLS

Back office:
The back office at the Insurance Company makes sure that the trades front office does are confirmed and settled. They also do daily and monthly reconciliations and payments. They use CLS as an application as a service, where they see the trades in a web interface. CLS also integrates with WSS through file transfers.
Input trade:
The trader inputs the trade in deal capture (WSS v 6.5).

Compare trade to fax: Back office waits for 0.5-24h for a fax from the counterparty, when the fax arrives they compare it to the deal in the system. They mark the fax with “checks” at all important fields.

Trade ok?:
If all important fields correspond BO signs the fax from the CP and faxes it back to them. They then press the “Final” button in back office verification. If the fields don’t correspond further investigation is needed.

Investigate:
BO checks with the trader if he made a mistake, otherwise the trader contacts the CP.

Correction?:
If our trader input the trade wrong the trade is sent back to him in the system.
If the CP was wrong, they correct it and send a new fax.

Correct trade:
Our trader corrects whatever was wrong with the trade. The process then starts all over; as the fax is already received the waiting time is 0h.

Send trade to final:
The trade is in the system sent to state “Final” which is the final state for a transaction. This means that it has been fully confirmed and is ready to be paid. Now the Settlement flow follows.
**Settlement flow**

The settlement flow explains the confirmed trades flow until it is paid. It is the continuation of the previous model. Without CLS this is usually done through manual payments to the counterparty. With the use of CLS the payment is done automatically. Before CLS settlement was done according to this process model:

![Flowchart](image)

Figure 2. Settlement flow pre-CLS

Generate payments (mode process):

A person in Back office press “Generate” in Settlement manager to generate today’s payments. The payments consist of FX trades in state “Final”. If they have same currency, value date, account and counterparty they are netted. This is done early in the morning.

Pay today?:

If there are no payments due today same procedure is done next day. If there are payments those are shown as netted transactions that are sorted as the user wish.

Print fax:
A fax is automatically generated by the system and is printed by the user. The system has fetched payment instructions to the counterparties from Client editor to be printed on the fax.

Confirm amounts:
The user contacts the counterparties and confirms the netted amounts.

Payment ok?:
If the amounts differ and we have wrong payment details we investigate. If they differ and we are correct we proceed as the payment is OK. If we agree with the counterparty from the beginning we proceed to next task.

Send fax to own bank:
Back office sends the confirmed fax to their bank for them to make the payment/pre-advice.

Check received fax:
The bank replies with a confirmation on the payment/pre-advice.

Fax ok?:
If the fax received from the bank states that the payment/pre-advice has been made money will later be paid/received. If the fax states that the payment/pre-advice hasn’t been made Back office needs to contact the bank and investigate before the money is paid/received.

Money paid/received:
Back office checks the account to see that the money has been paid/received.
**Tomorrow**

If the suggested configuration in the If report is made is implemented in WSS the confirmations and settlement flow will change to a more automated workflow.

**Confirmations flow**

![Confirmations flow diagram]

*Figure 3. Confirmations flow post-CLS*

**Input trade:**
The trader inputs the trade in deal capture (WSS v 7.4).

**Trade ok?**:
The export activity is run automatically and transports the trade file to CLS. It later automatically imports trade files. Back office then checks in back office verification if there are trades there that haven’t been exported/imported. If the trades are OK they have already automatically been sent to state “Final”. If they are not OK, further investigation is needed.

**Investigate:**

BO checks with the trader if he made a mistake, otherwise the trader contacts the CP.
Correction?:
If our trader input the trade wrong the trade is sent back to him in the system. If the CP was wrong, they correct it and send it directly to CLS.

Correct trade: Our trader corrects whatever was wrong with the trade. The trade is automatically sent to CLS through the export activity.

Settlement flow

The settlement flow is the continuation of the previous model where the trade has been confirmed. The settlement flow explains the payment process of the confirmed trade.

In this scenario two third parties makes a deal with each other. The deal info is sent to the settlement member in an agreed format. The settlement member forwards the deal info in an export file to CLS. If the deal info is same from both parties the trades matched. The matched info is sent back to the settlement member and then to the third party. The payment is later made payment versus payment to the settlement member.

Controlling the flow in WSS

To make the business configuration possible several configurations and features needs to be implemented. These are described briefly in this report and more in-depth in Appendix A.
Properties

Properties are used in the system on different objects as Clients, Currencies and Instruments etc. They are a part of the static data and are therefore not used very often after the initial set-up. The properties decide if the objects should be a part of the interface or not. These properties are not in the system today and therefore needs to be created by the developing company. When they are developed they should be individually added to the different objects. The naming convention of the properties is similar to other interface properties.

To see the full configuration of the properties see Appendix A “Property editor”.

Example of a property:
The object “Client” which in the system is If and all of If’s counterparties (the clients they trade with) should have a property explaining what instruments they can settle via CLS.

- CLS-ASSET-CLASS-FX
- CLS-ASSET CLASS-NDF
- CLS-ASSET-CLASS-OPTION

Value: Yes/No

All clients that are active in the FX market should have this property with value “Yes” to specify what instruments they process via CLS. If a Client lacks an asset property or has a property with value “No” it shouldn’t be possible to trade that asset with or for this client via CLS.

Transaction tags

Transaction tags are used in the system on transactions to show if they are eligible for certain actions or to show that an action has taken part which involved this transaction. They show the end-user what needs to be done and what has happened with the transaction. These are put on or cleared “in the flow” of a transaction through a scripts which means that if a certain action takes place a tag can be set or cleared. The naming convention of the tags is similar to other tag names that currently exist in WSS.

Example of a tag:
The tag CLS-Eligible is set on a transaction if certain conditions are fulfilled. Notice that one of these conditions is the property “CLS-ASSET-CLASS” shown above under “Properties”. The full configuration of the tags and the explanation of all conditions can be found in Appendix A under heading “Transaction tags”.

CLS-Eligible
A transaction gets this tag when the trader press “Apply”. Some conditions needs to be fulfilled in order for the transaction to get this tag. If it does not get this tag or the CLS-Eligible-Only-Forward-Leg tag the transaction cannot go to CLS.
Transaction get this tag if:
- Both currencies has property CLS-CURRENCY = YES
- Both currencies are not CLS-EXCEPTION-CURRENCIES on portfolio owner or counterparty
- Client has property CLS-NODE
- Portfolio owner, Counterparty and instrument of the trade all have same value in CLS-ASSET-CLASS
- Counterparty has property CLS-BIC
- Portfolio owner has property CLS-BIC
- Leg group 2: Value date ≠ Opening date OR no leg group 2 exist

Activity Manager
Two new activities are needed in order to export/import transactions from/to WSS. The transaction is sent in a certain file format which gets its information from the transaction and different object with certain properties. It is also imported in a certain format which WSS can accept. Both the export and the import activity can put on and clear tags to show what stage the transaction is in or trigger an action. See the full description of activities in Appendix A under heading “Activity Manager”.

Transaction Flow – State flow
The transaction flow is a validation of the suggested configuration. It shows different types of transactions in different stages and with different tags set. It goes through all possible scenarios in WSS and explains what the result should be when actions are taken. This not only works as a validation but also as a help for the developer and as a user acceptance test for the finished product. A simple model was created and shown below is a part of it, the rest can be found in Appendix A under “Transaction Flow”.
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In the example we follow a trade that is exposed to actions. A trade has been made and is in state “Open”. The states in the system are, “Open”, “Verify”, “Final” and “Canceled”. More information about states can be found in chapter “Terminology”. A trader then presses “Commit” which triggers a script that put on one tag. Another option is if the trader press “Cancel” which sends the transaction to state “Canceled”. When the trader has committed the trade it goes to state “Verify”. Here is an example of a tag put on “in the flow”, CLS-Send. If Back office then presses the “Verify” button the outcome will be a popup message. This model covers not only successful user actions but also scenarios when you press the wrong button when certain tags are put on. This helps the programmer understand the logic of the interface.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transaction state</th>
<th>Transaction Tag</th>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Outcome</th>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Open</td>
<td></td>
<td>Commit</td>
<td>Put on tag CLS-Eligible or CLS-Eligible-Only-Forward-Leg if the criteri is meet. Transaction is saved in database and sent to state “Verify”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open</td>
<td></td>
<td>Cancel</td>
<td>Transaction is sent to state Canceled</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verify</td>
<td>CLS-Eligible</td>
<td>Verify</td>
<td>Popup message “Cannot be sent forward in the transaction flow with this tag”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CLS-Send</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**File formats**

The file format is for the file exported from WSS to CLS. It is explained in depth in Appendix A, under heading Attachment 1. It explains exactly from where every field in the file gets its data. The format used is a standard format called MT304 which is used only for foreign exchange trades. Therefore the names on the fields are standardized and only the mapping needs to be configured.
Additional requirements

As additional requirements more configurations are presented which were excluded due to lack of time or limitations of the report.

Analysis

To start with the technical parts of the report made it possible to handle problems early in the process. The creation of the transaction flow made my re-think the set-up and it was a good measure of how well the logic in the suggested configuration worked.

The process models were made in the end of the project. This could’ve been done earlier but due to the lack of time I had to save the non-critical parts to the end. In the end I think it was a great way to finish up the work. I had the most knowledge when the specification was almost done and I wouldn’t have been able to create as good process models in the beginning of the process.

The report was written according to If’s model which I think worked well but can be improved so it can be applied to other business configuration reports. The configuration was done in a way that can be applied to any company using WSS and all names used in the configuration are similar to already existing names. This will make the work easier for Back office which is shown in the “Tomorrow” process model. This means that the purpose of the report, to automate Back office work, is fulfilled.

An initial weakness of the report was the lack of feedback from several sources. My mentor was the only person providing feedback during the work with the report. However, he is both knowledgeable enough and has the right contacts to quickly discuss uncertainties. The finished report was approved by If and later also approved by the system vendor to be a standard interface. This shows that the finished report and its configuration is both valid and will work in reality.

5 Discussion

The analysis of the report shows two main weaknesses even though the finished report was successful. The lack of knowledge about CLS can make it hard for If when the configuration later is done. Only one person is knowledgeable enough to test the interface. The report is also written in such way that it can be hard for an end-user that is not familiar with WSS to understand. If these two factors didn’t exist the report would be more valid and also more valuable to If in a learning and developing perspective. The prerequisites for the report unfortunately made this impossible. With more time and resources I believe
future business configuration reports can be produced in a more efficient way. This report delivered all the goals, served its purpose and most importantly made the client happy, which in the end is what matters the most.

5.1 Conclusions

The proposed configuration was done in five main areas:

Properties
Transaction tags
Activity Manager
Transaction Flow
File formats

These areas are all vital for the configuration to work. The five main areas can be simplified as:

**Configuration of static data (properties, transaction tags, activity manager data, file format)**
The static data is the backbone of the configuration. This needs to be configured correctly in order to be able to create criteria. It is a time consuming area which often changes during the progress of the configuration. In this area is it necessary to have a good knowledge or have help of someone with good knowledge about the system.

**Creation of criteria – how the static data should be used and when**
When creating the criteria for the static data it is important to be willing to change both the static data to better fit the criteria and the reversed. Some parts of the static data might not work once the criteria have been created. In this area it is not as important to be knowledgeable about the system, it might be better to have help from an independent person who is able to provide new ways of thinking and then confirm them with a system expert.

**Creation of transaction flow – how the criteria works in reality for all possible scenarios**
This is the area when the static data and criteria are tested. It is important that nothing in the two previous areas is finalized since it most likely will be further changes made. The transaction flow confirms if the criteria work and how the end user will experience the configuration. It’s helpful here to have several persons looking over the flow since it can be quite large and complicated.
All configurations have been made in a non company specific way which makes it possible for other companies to use. Future configuration and limitations has been presented in Appendix A, “Suggestions for improvement” and can work as a basis for a new report or to further build on the If report. All goals for the report have been achieved and when the configuration later is implemented the purpose of the report will be fulfilled.

**Generalization of result**

The mentor at the Insurance Company approved the work as a working interface. The specification has been handed over to the system vendor for them to build and it will become a standard interface in future versions of WSS.

### 5.2 Future work

**To be provided**

For a complete use of CLS together with WSS further documentation needs to be provided. The specification for FX forwards, swaps and same day swaps is written so that options and NDF’s can be used via CLS too. However, separate specifications for those two instruments are needed. Following reports will need to be written:

Report for Options
Report for NDF’s

When using CLS for options and NDF’s different file formats are used and the file message looks different. For NDF’s it will be a continuation on the MT304 attached to this specification. For options the file format MT305 is used. Following documents will later be provided:

File specification MT304
File specification MT305
Suggestions for improvement

Several improvements can be made to this business configuration suggestion. The model used should be revaluated and built upon. In the future If might be able to use it as a standardized model. I think that more employees should be educated in CLS. This would not only help with future configurations but also to back up my mentor in his work. The configuration itself can be improved in such way that it is more effective and easier understood, however that would not make it similar to other interfaces today which is a disadvantage for the end-user. For exact improvements concerning the configuration see Appendix A “Suggestions for improvement”.

Terminology

Activities
Activities are used in the system to trigger certain actions. When a trade is made and input in the system it is sent to CLS when an automatic activity is ran. The activity looks for trades that should settle in CLS, picks them up and export them in a file to CLS. It is also through an activity that the import file is received.

Amend
To amend a trade in CLS is to overwrite the trade. If you send in a trade which later turns out to be wrong you can send another file (export) and overwrite the mistake. A trade can be amended an infinite number of times.

BIC
BIC – Bank identifier code. A code that identifies a financial institution and is used for automated processing (SWIFT - Search).

Counterparty
The party you enter a trade with. If you buy USD against EUR with Bank A, Bank A is your counterparty in this trade.

Currency Linked System – CLS
CLS was launched in 2002 by CLS Group (founded 1997). It is a settlement system which has become the market standard for FX settlement. The brokers send in their trade and the trades are checked against each other. If they match the money will be sent/received on a payment versus payment basis. That means that they money will only be sent/received if the other party in the deal send/receives their money. This minimizes the settlement risk (CLS Group, 2011).

Foreign exchange market
The total foreign exchange market is the largest market in the world. It exists because of the value that is created when currencies are compared to external references (like other currencies). The total foreign exchange market consists of four smaller markets, the spot market, the futures market, the options market and the derivatives market.

The spot market: Exchange of two currencies, normally two days (spot days) after the agreement has been made.

The futures market: The exchange of currencies is set to a future date to a specific rate. It is used to eliminate risk when you expect a payment in another currency than your own, for example your Swedish firm expects 10M USD in two months. If you entered a futures contract where you know you can sell your USD against SEK to a fixed rate you have secured yourself against the risk that the SEK lose value against the USD.

The options market: An option is a right to buy/sell a currency or a currency future at a specific price in a specific period. You can buy and sell an option (and therefore also the right).

The derivatives market: In this market forward contract, foreign-exchange swaps, forward rate agreements and barrier options are traded (Levinson, 2005).

FX
FX is short for “Foreign Exchange”. Trades made in the foreign exchange market are often referred to as “FX-trades”.

Fx-forward
An FX instrument that involves two currencies which at an agreed rate are exchanged at an agreed date in the future. This also involves NDF, non deliverable forwards. For NDF’s you net the cash flows of the trade so that only one party of the trade pays (Mallo & Mesny, 2010).

Fx-option
A FX option gives you the right to buy/sell two currencies against each other at a specific rate in a specific period. The buyer of the option decides if he wants to execute the option or not. (Mallo & Mesny, 2010)

**Fx-spot**
A FX instrument that involves two currencies which at an agreed rate are exchanged two business days after the trade was agreed (Mallo & Mesny, 2010).

**Fx-swap**
A FX instrument that involves two currencies first being traded as an Fx-spot (first leg) and then same currencies are paid back as an Fx-forward (second leg). All details of the trade are agreed when the parties enter the trade. For example, you believe that the EUR will be worth more against the USD in the future (Mallo & Mesny, 2010). On the 01.01.2011 you decide to buy 100k USD/EUR on 03.01.2011 at a rate of 0.73 and then sell 100k USD/EUR on 01.03.2011 at a rate of 0.70.
That means that on the 03.01.2011 you will pay 7 300 EUR and receive 100 000 USD.
On the 01.03.2011 you will pay 100 000 USD and receive 7 000 EUR.

**MT304**
A message format that is used by third parties to advice or instruct a deal. It is only used for FX trades (excluding options). It provides details about the trade. The message is automatically generated from WSS when an activity has run (SWIFTStandards, 2006).

**Opening date**
The date when you enter a trade.

**Properties**
A property in WSS is a way to “mark” different entities with values. For example a currency can have property (be marked with) CLS-CURRENCY with value Yes or No. If the currency is used in CLS it should have value “Yes” if not value “No”. The properties can also work as conditions. For example, a FX trade can only go to CLS if the portfolio owner (If), the counterparty and the instrument all have the same property CLS-ASSET-CLASS-FX. This is to ensure that the right trades are eligible for CLS. If the counterparty don’t do FX trades it shouldn’t be possible to input FX trades (that will go to CLS) with them in the system.
**Same-day swaps**
Same as Fx-swap only that the first leg is settled same day as the trade is made. In other words, for the first leg opening date = value date.

**Settlement**
Settlement happen when the earlier agreed trade is executed. When a trade has been confirmed the money is exchange on value date. After that your trade is settled. Until value date occurs the trade is not settled.

**Settlement member**
A settlement member is a bank or corporation which is a member of CLS. They hold an account in CLS and have direct access to the system. The settlement member can provide the CLS service to other banks and corporations.

**Third party**
A third party is a bank or corporation who uses CLS through a settlement member. The CLS member then inputs the third party instructions and provides them with an interface where they can see their trades in real-time.

**Trader**
The person who commits to the trade.

**Transaction flow**
The transaction flow describes the flow of a trade after it has been input in a treasury system. The transaction is input by a trader and is usually confirmed by a Back office before the actual money is exchanged. What system you use and how the confirmation is executed affect the transaction flow. There can be hold-ups like disagreement of agreed rate of the trade etc which delays the flow.

**Transaction tags**
Tags are used in WSS to recognize specific characteristics of a transaction. For the transaction to get a tag, certain conditions or actions must be taken. For example, for a transaction to get tag CLS-Eligible (means that it can be confirmed and settled through CLS) certain properties must be present at the entities
involved in the trade (portfolio owner, currency, counterparty, and instrument). If those properties are present and coincide with each other, the tag is set on the transaction. Other tags, like CLS-Send (which means that it is ready to be sent to CLS) is set only if tag CLS-Eligible is already set. Tag CLS-Sent (means that the transaction has been sent to CLS) is only set if the export activity has run successfully.

**Transaction state**
A trade in WSS can be in four states. When it’s made by a trade the transaction is in state “Open”. As soon as the trade commits to the trade by pressing the “Commit” button the state changes to “Verify”. Back office then verifies the trade against the counterparty (this is in CLS made automatically) and then press the “Verify” button. When the trade has been verified it changes state to “Final”. At any state there is also the possibility to press “Cancel” which changes the transaction state to “Canceled”.

**Value date**
The date when the trade is executed. For FX trades this is when you exchange you money, for example pay USD receive EUR.

**WallStreet Systems**
WallStreet Systems is the system provider of WSS. They provide solutions for corporate treasury, bank treasury, central banking, FX trading and back office operations (Wall Street Systems, 2011).

**WSS**
WSS is a treasury system for corporations provided by WallStreet Systems. It works as a strategic enterprise platform where you can control cash management, trading, funding and investment activities automatically and also audit, consolidate and account them (Wall Street Systems, 2011). In the Insurance Company’s treasury department WSS is used by front office (traders), middle office (risk and performance), back office (settlement and reconciliations) and by accounting.
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With the help of a modeling language the If model can be further improved. The reference I used above to J. Gorman’s book can be helpful when learning about Object oriented analysis and design (OOA/D) and also about the modeling language UML. Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN) can be used to describe workflows and make process models. I recommend these sources to learn more about BPMN:
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Background

If and Sampo are upgrading their investment operations system Wall Street Suite v 6.5 to version 7.4. The upgrade will be conducted as a new implementation of the system. CLS, which is a Currency Linked System used for confirming and settle trades made in the FX market, has been working as an application as a service together with version 6.5. With the new implementation If and Sampo will have to develop new functionality in v 7.4 in order to make it work with CLS. New enhancements will be added as well as improvements to make the CLS solution look more like the other application as a service that they use, CTM (Omgeo).

About CLS

Founded in 1997, CLS Group was first to create a global settlement system to eliminate settlement risk in the foreign exchange market. CLS settlement is now the market standard for FX settlements and continues to work for minimizing the risks associated with FX trading. CLS Settlement is offered by CLS Bank, owned by the foreign exchange community, and operates the largest multi-currency cash settlement system. With CLS settlement you can eliminate the settlement risk, settle seventeen currencies, use payment versus payment to settle matched trades and also settle several different instruments like fx-spot, fx-forward, fx-swap, fx-option and Non deliverable forwards (NDF).
**Workflow**

**Confirmations workflow pre-CLS**

Process model (BPMN) of the Confirmations workflow pre-CLS.

---

**Frontoffice**

- **Input trade:** The trader inputs the trade in deal capture (WSS v 6.4).
- **Compare trade to fax:** BackOffice waits for 0.5-24h for a fax from the counterparty, when the fax arrives they compare it to the deal in the system. They mark the fax with “checks” at all important fields.

**Backoffice**

- **Trade ok?:** If all important fields correspond BO signs the fax from the CP and fax it back to them. They then press the “Final” button in back office verification. If the fields don’t correspond further investigation is needed.

- **Investigate:** BO checks with the trader if he made a mistake, otherwise the trader contacts the CP.

- **Correction?:** If our trader input the trade wrong the trade is sent back to him in the system. If the CP was wrong, they correct it and send a new fax.

- **Correct trade:** Our trader corrects whatever was wrong with the trade. The process then starts all over; as the fax is already received the waiting time is 0h.
**Settlement workflow pre-CLS**

Process model (BPMN) of the Settlement workflow pre-CLS.

**Backoffice**

![Flowchart diagram](image)

**Generate payments (mode process):**
A person in BackOffice press “Generate” in Settlement manager to generate today’s payments. The payments consist of FX trades in state “Final”. If they have same currency, value date, account and counterparty they are netted. This is done early in the morning.

**Pay today?:**
If there are no payments due today same procedure is done next day. If there are payments those are shown as netted transactions that are sorted as the user wish.

**Print fax:**
A fax is automatically generated by the system and is printed by the user. The system has fetched payment instructions to the counterparties from Client editor to be printed on the fax.

**Confirm amounts:**
The user contacts the counterparties and confirms the netted amounts.

**Payment ok?:**
If the amounts differ and we are have wrong payment details we investigate. If they differ and we are correct we proceed as the payment is OK. If we agree with the counterparty from the beginning we proceed to next task.

Send fax to own bank:
BackOffice sends the confirmed fax to their bank for them to make the payment/pre-advice.

Check received fax:
The bank replies with a confirmation on the payment/pre-advice.

Fax ok?:
If the fax received from the bank states that the payment/pre-advice has been made money will later be paid/received. If the fax states that the payment/pre-advice hasn’t been made BackOffice needs to contact the bank and investigate before the money is paid/received.

Money paid/received:
BackOffice checks the account to see that the money has been paid/received.

**Confirmations workflow post-CLS**

Process model (BPMN) of the workflow post-CLS.

```
Input trade:
The trader inputs the trade in deal capture (WSS v 7.4).

Trade ok?:
The export activity is run automatically and transports the trade file to CLS. It later automatically imports trade files. BO then checks in back office verification if there are trades
```
there that haven’t been exported/imported. If the trades are OK they have already automatically been sent to state “Final”. If they are not OK, further investigation is needed.

Investigate:
BO checks with the trader if he made a mistake, otherwise the trader contacts the CP.

Correction?:
If our trader input the trade wrong the trade is sent back to him in the system. If the CP was wrong, they correct it and send it directly to CLS.

Correct trade: Our trader corrects whatever was wrong with the trade. The trade is automatically sent to CLS through the export activity.

**Settlement workflow post-CLS**

Process model (BPMN) of the workflow post-CLS. When CLS is used BackOffice has no processes for the settlement workflow. Everything is automated; therefore this model explains the settlement flow without interference from BackOffice.

In this scenario two third parties makes a deal with each other. The deal info is sent to the settlement member in an agreed format. The settlement member forwards the deal info in an export file to CLS. If the deal info is same from both parties the trades matched. The matched info is sent back to the settlement member and then to the third party. The payment is later made payment versus payment to the settlement member.
Controlling the flow in WSS

Property editor

Object Client

CLS-ASSET-CLASS-FX
CLS-ASSET CLASS-NDF
CLS-ASSET-CLASS-OPTION
Value: Yes/No
All clients that are active in the FX market should have this property with value “Yes” to specify what instruments they process via CLS. If a Client lacks an asset property or has a property with value “No” it shouldn’t be possible to trade that asset with or for this client via CLS.

CLS-EXCEPTION-CURRENCIES
Value: All CLS currencies should be possible values
Some clients don’t trade with certain currencies even though they are CLS eligible.
If a Client has a value in this property it shouldn’t be possible to do any trades via CLS with the combination of this client and currency.

CLS-BIC
Value: Client BIC
The value of the property decides what BIC that is used in the export file and in the file header. Depending on if the client is a portfolio owner or counterparty the use of the BIC is different.
If the client is a portfolio owner:
The BIC is used in field :82A: (Party A M BIC of the Customer) in the export file.
The BIC code is used on position 4-12 on the first part of the file header, an example with If P&C Insurances BIC code, IFPCSES1XXX:
{1:F01 IFPCSES1XXX1001100001}
If the client is a counterparty:
The BIC is used in field :87A: (Party B M Counterparty BIC) in the export file.
If the counterparty also lacks CLS-SETTLEMENT-MEMBER-BIC:
Client BIC is is used in field :53A:.
(This means that the counterparty is a settlement member)

CLS-SETTLEMENT-MEMBER-BIC
Value: BIC code of CLS member
The CLS-SETTLEMENT-MEMBER-BIC property is added to third parties to help populate different fields in the messages sent in the export file. The property should be added to:

Portfolio owners that are a third party to a settlement member:
The value of CLS-SETTLEMENT-MEMBER-BIC is used in field :57A: in the export file.
The value of CLS-SETTLEMENT-MEMBER-BIC is used in the second part of the export header on position 5-16. An example with Citibank as a settlement member:
{2:1304CITIGB2LXCLSN}
Counterparties that are a third party to a settlement member:
The value of CLS-SETTLEMENT-MEMBER-BIC is used in field :53A: and in the second :57A:.

For counterparties that are a settlement member, only CLS-BIC will be needed.

CLS-NODE
Value: Node number of the Portfolio owner

The node number is specific to every portfolio owner. It is sent to CLS in the first part of the export file header on position 13-22:
{1:F01IFPCSES1XXXX1001100001}

Counterparty
If the client is a counterparty following properties should be added:
CLS-ASSET-CLASS-FX Optional
CLS-ASSET-CLASS-OPTION Optional
CLS-ASSET-CLASS-NDF Optional
CLS-EXCEPTION-CURRENCIES Optional
CLS-BIC Mandatory
If third party to a settlement member:
CLS-SETTLEMENT-MEMBER-BIC Mandatory

Portfolio owner
If the client is a portfolio owner following properties should be added:
CLS-ASSET-CLASS-FX Optional
CLS-ASSET-CLASS-OPTION Optional
CLS-ASSET-CLASS-NDF Optional
CLS-EXCEPTION-CURRENCIES Optional
CLS-BIC Mandatory
CLS-NODE Mandatory
If third party to a settlement member:
CLS-SETTLEMENT-MEMBER-BIC Mandatory
Object Portfolio

All properties available for Client should also be available for portfolio. The portfolio properties should be used when a Portfolio owner have more than one fund which independently trades in the FX market. When a portfolio has CLS properties these should override the properties on the Client.

Object Currency

CLS-CURRENCY
Value: Yes/No
All CLS eligible currencies should have this property with value “Yes”. If one or two currencies lacks this property and is used in trades in the FX market they cannot settle via CLS. Currencies that are CLS eligible as of 31st of August 2011:

- AUD – Australian dollar
- CAD – Canadian dollar
- DKK – Danish krone
- EUR – Euro
- HKD – Hong Kong dollar
- ILS – Israeli new shekel
- JPY – Japanese yen
- MXN – Mexican peso
- NZD – New Zealand dollar
- NOK – Norwegian krone
- SGD – Singapore dollar
- ZAR – South African rand
- KRW – South Korea won
- SEK – Swedish krona
- CHF – Swiss franc
- GBP – Pound sterling
- USD – United States dollar

Object Instrument

CLS-ASSET-CLASS-FX
CLS-ASSET-CLASS-NDF
CLS-ASSET-CLASS-OPTION
Value: Yes/No

All instruments that can be settled via CLS should have this property. One instrument can only have one property.
Object Activity

Export activity properties

Portfolio
Value: Top portfolio + Trading portfolio
This property should enable portfolio specific export in which the user can decide what portfolios to include/exclude.

Type of asset
Value: CLS-ASSET-CLASS-FX
CLS-ASSET-CLASS-NDF
CLS-ASSET-CLASS-OPTION
This property should enable asset class specific exports.

Transaction number (optional input)
The export activity should have a field where we can enter transaction number in case we want to run the export for only one transaction.

Export directory:
The export directory should state the path to the directory where PayPlus picks up the file to match it in CLS.

Import activity properties

CLS-BIC
Value: Client BIC
When the import is done and the file is in the import directory is should be possible to choose only one Client BIC to import all messages in the file for that specific BIC. This is so different portfolio owners can import only their trades and exclude other portfolio owners.

Import directory field:
**Transaction tags**

Transaction Tags are set-up using script. They should only be applied to a transaction when certain conditions are met, an action is taken or when they reach a certain state. Most of the tags will be visible to back office in their daily work.

**CLS-Eligible**
A transaction gets this tag when the trader press “Apply”. Some conditions needs to be fulfilled in order for the transaction to get this tag. If it does not get this tag or the CLS-Eligible-Only-Forward-Leg tag the transaction cannot go to CLS.
Transaction get this tag if:
- Both currencies has property CLS-CURRENCY = YES
- Both currencies are not CLS-EXCEPTION-CURRENCIES on portfolio owner or counterparty
- Client has property CLS-NODE
- Portfolio owner, Counterparty and instrument of the trade all have same value in CLS-ASSET-CLASS
- Counterparty has property CLS-BIC
- Portfolio owner has property CLS-BIC
- Leg group 2: Value date ≠ Opening date OR no leg group 2 exist

**CLS-Eligible-Only-Forward-Leg**
This tag is used for same day swaps where the spot leg is handled manually and the forward leg is exported to CLS.
A transaction gets this tag when the creator press “Apply”. Some conditions needs to be fulfilled in order for a transaction to get this tag. If it does not get this tag or the CLS-Eligible tag the transaction cannot go to CLS.
Transaction get this tag if:
- Both currencies has property CLS-CURRENCY = YES
- Both currencies are not CLS-EXCEPTION-CURRENCIES on portfolio owner or counterparty
- Portfolio owner has property CLS-NODE
- Portfolio owner, Counterparty and instrument of the trade all have CLS-ASSET-CLASS-FX with value “Yes”.
- Portfolio owner has property CLS-BIC
- Counterparty has property CLS-BIC
- Leg group 2: Value date = Opening date

**CLS-Send**
This tag is put on when the trader press “Commit” and if the eligible condition is meet. Put on tag CLS-Send if:
- CLS-ELIGIBLE is set
- OR
- CLS-Eligible-Only-Forward-Leg is set
CLS-Sent
When the transaction is included in the export-activity the earlier tag CLS-Send is replaced with CLS-Sent.

CLS-Matched
Transaction gets this tag when the import-activity has run and the import file contains the transaction with status “Matched”. Thereafter the transaction is sent to state final.

CLS-Amend
This tag is put on when the transaction is sent back to state “Open” from state “Verify”. It is used when a transaction that has been sent to CLS is changed. The transaction has tag CLS-Sent and CLS-Eligible or CLS-Eligible-Only-Forward-Leg and is thereafter sent to state open to be changed. All tags are cleared and CLS-Amend is put on at the same time. When the transaction is applied CLS-Eligible or CLS-Eligible-Only-Forward-Leg is put on and when it is sent to state “Verify” tag CLS-Send is put on (only if one of the eligible tags is already set). When the file is sent to CLS, field :22A: in the file contains “AMND”. When the file is sent with “AMND” it is only updated, and therefore keeps its old reference number. If the trade is already match in CLS you can still send an amendment and the trade in CLS will be put in the “unmatched basket” until the counterparty sends in a new or amended trade to match.

Swap specific tags

Some special tags are needed for swap instruments. That is because they consist of two legs that sometimes need to be separated.

Swaps are exported as two transactions (spot and forward) when they are sent in to CLS. In the system it remains as one transaction so when the import runs, there’s a possibility that only one of the transactions in CLS is matched. Therefore, two new tags are needed. A swap can only go to state “Final” when both these tags are put on.

CLS-Matched-Leg-Group-1
This tag is used when only leg group 1 (forward leg) is matched in CLS. When the import contains a match for leg group 1 the tag is put on.

CLS-Matched-Leg-Group-2
This tag is used when only leg group 2 (spot leg) is matched in CLS. When the import contains a match for leg group 2 the tag is put on.
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An activity transports the transactions in files to CLS. Another activity imports transactions that are confirmed from CLS.

One new activity is needed in order to select transactions that should be exported if transaction tag CLS-Send is set. The transactions will be sent in different messages depending on the instrument properties, owner properties and transaction tags.

The activity can run with different properties depending on what we want to export. You can export transactions from a portfolio, only a certain file format or just a single transaction.

The CLS-EXPORT activity should create a file in the MT304 format. When the activity is done a mail notification (designed like the MT304 format) should be sent containing the file data. When a transaction has been included in a file the transaction tag CLS-Sent should replace the tag CLS-Send.

**For swaps:**
If the transaction is made with an instrument with class swap it should be divided into two messages when sent to CLS.
Spot leg = Leg Group 2
Forward leg = Leg Group 1

The export activity divides the swap into two messages and adds -2 and -1 to the transaction number in field :20:. If the transaction has tag CLS-Eligible divided the transaction:
- Transactionnr-1 is exported to CLS
- Transactionnr-2 is exported to CLS

**For same day swaps:**
If a transaction with tag CLS-Eligible-Only-Forward-Leg and CLS-Send is exported only the forward leg should actually go to CLS. Just like a regular swap it divides into two files:
- Transactionnr-1 should be exported to CLS
- Transactionnr-2 is not exported

One new activity is needed in order to import transactions from CLS.

The CLS-IMPORT activity should check if there are any files to import. It should only import transaction with status “Matched” (status in CLS is called MESSAGE_). The activity should send an email notification containing the trade data from CLS. The transaction number should be used as a link to match the imported transactions with the transactions in state Verify.
If Matched: The transaction gets tag CLS-Matched and transaction state is set to Final.
If not matched: The transaction remains unchanged.

**For swaps:**
Depending on what the import statuses for the files are the transaction gets different tags.
The transaction number (in field :20:) is used to link the files to the transaction.

If transaction number (-1) imports a match put on tag CLS-Matched-Leg-Group-1
If transaction number (-2) imports a match put on tag CLS-Matched-Leg-Group-2

State change:
CLS-Matched-Leg-Group-1 AND CLS-Matched-Leg-Group-2 = Transaction is sent to state “Final”

For same day swaps:
The import activity runs and the transaction number is used to link the file:
If transaction number (-1) imports a match put on tag CLS-Matched-Leg-Group-1

The other tag, CLS-Matched-Leg-Group-2, is put on manually by BackOffice when the manual same day payment has been made.
State change:
CLS-Matched-Leg-Group-1 AND CLS-Matched-Leg-Group-2 = Transaction is sent to state “Final”

**Transaction flow**

This table explains how the transaction flow in the system depending on what action the user takes and what tag the transaction have.

**Forward and Spot**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transaction state</th>
<th>Transaction Tag</th>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Outcome</th>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Open</td>
<td></td>
<td>Apply</td>
<td>Put on tag CLS-Eligible or CLS-Eligible-Only-Forward-Leg if the criteria are meet. Transaction is saved in database.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open</td>
<td></td>
<td>Commit</td>
<td>Transaction is sent to state Verify Tag CLS-Send is put on if the tag CLS-Eligible or CLS-Eligible-Only-Forward-Leg is set.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open</td>
<td></td>
<td>Cancel</td>
<td>Transaction is sent to state Canceled</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verify</td>
<td>CLS-Eligible</td>
<td>Verify</td>
<td>Popup message “Cannot be sent forward in the transaction flow with this tag”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verify</td>
<td>CLS-Send</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Transaction is sent to state Open All tags are removed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verify</td>
<td>CLS-Eligible</td>
<td>Cancel</td>
<td>Transaction is sent to state Canceled</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verify</td>
<td>CLS-Eligible CLS-Send</td>
<td>CLS-EXPORT activity is run</td>
<td>Tag CLS-Send is removed and CLS-Sent is added. The export file send “NEWT” in field :22:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verify</td>
<td>CLS-Eligible CLS-Sent</td>
<td>Pop-up Message: “Cannot be sent forward in the transaction flow with this status”</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verify</td>
<td>CLS-Eligible CLS-Sent</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Transaction is sent to state Open All tags are removed, CLS-Amend is put on</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verify</td>
<td>CLS-Eligible CLS-Sent</td>
<td>Cancel</td>
<td>Pop-up Message: “Cannot be canceled with transaction tag CLS-Sent”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verify</td>
<td>CLS-Eligible CLS-Sent</td>
<td>CLS-IMPORT activity is run</td>
<td>If the import contains a “match”: Transaction is sent to state Final. Transaction tag CLS-Sent is cleared and CLS-Matched is added. If the import doesn’t contain a “match” it remains unchanged.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final</td>
<td>CLS-Eligible</td>
<td>Re-Open</td>
<td>Popup Message:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CLS-Matched</td>
<td></td>
<td>“Cannot be moved with transaction tag CLS-Matched”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Open</th>
<th>Update</th>
<th>Transaction updated and saved in database. Put on tag CLS-Eligible if the criteria is meet, if no longer meet remove tag CLS-Eligible</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verify or Final</th>
<th>Any tag</th>
<th>Update transaction + Apply</th>
<th>Popup message: “Transaction cannot be updated with current tag”</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

*When amended:

An amended forward/spot trade looks and acts the same way as a regular forward trade does in the workflow, with two exceptions. It has one additional tag, “CLS-Amend”, and it populates different fields in the message sent in the export.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verify</th>
<th>CLS-Eligible</th>
<th>CLS-EXPORT activity is run</th>
<th>Tag CLS-Send is removed and CLS-Sent is added. The export file sends “AMND” in field :22A:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

All other scenarios are the same only that the additional tag “CLS-Amend” is added. One trade can be amended to CLS an unlimited number of times. If the trade is matched an amendment can still be sent to CLS. Therefore a trade with status “CLS-Matched” can, if all tags are cleared, be sent to CLS again. However, when you amend a matched trade in CLS, the trade will go to the “unmatched basket”. For the trade to match again the counterparty need to either amend their side or send in a new trade.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transaction state</th>
<th>Transaction Tag</th>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Outcome</th>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Open</td>
<td></td>
<td>Apply</td>
<td>Put on tag CLS-Eligible or CLS-Eligible-Only-Forward-Leg if the criteria is meet.</td>
<td>Transaction is saved in database.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Commit</td>
<td>Transaction is sent to state Verify</td>
<td>Tag CLS-Send is put on if tag CLS-Eligible or CLS-Eligible-Only-Forward-is set.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open</td>
<td></td>
<td>Cancel</td>
<td>Transaction is sent to state Canceled</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verify</td>
<td>CLS-Eligible</td>
<td>Verify</td>
<td>Popup message “Cannot be sent forward in the transaction flow with this tag”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verify</td>
<td>CLS-Eligible</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Transaction is sent to state Open</td>
<td>All tags are removed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verify</td>
<td>CLS-Eligible</td>
<td>Cancel</td>
<td>Transaction is sent to state Canceled</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verify</td>
<td>CLS-Eligible</td>
<td>CLS-EXPORT activity is run</td>
<td>Tag CLS-Send is removed and CLS-Sent is added.</td>
<td>The export sends two messages.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verify</td>
<td>CLS-Eligible</td>
<td>CLS-Sent</td>
<td>Verify</td>
<td>Popup Message</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Action</td>
<td>Status 1</td>
<td>Status 2</td>
<td>Action 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final</td>
<td>CLS-Eligible</td>
<td>CLS-Matched</td>
<td>Cancel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CLS-Matched</td>
<td></td>
<td>“Cannot be canceled with transaction tag CLS-Matched”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verify</td>
<td>CLS-Eligible</td>
<td>CLS-Sent</td>
<td>Cancel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CLS-Matched</td>
<td></td>
<td>Popup Message: “Cannot be canceled with current transaction tags”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Leg-Group-1</td>
<td>OR CLS-Matched- Leg-Group-2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verify</td>
<td>CLS-Eligible</td>
<td>CLS-Sent</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CLS-Matched</td>
<td></td>
<td>Transaction is moved to state open.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Tag CLS-Amend is put on.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final</td>
<td>CLS-Eligible</td>
<td>CLS-Matched</td>
<td>Re-Open</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Popup Message “Cannot be moved with transaction tag CLS-Matched”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Update transaction + Apply</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Transaction updated and saved in database</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*See “When amended“ further down.
Eligible or CLS-Eligible-Only-Forward-Leg if the criteria is meet, if no longer meet remove tag CLS-Eligible.

| Verify or Final | Any tag | Update transaction + Apply | Popup message: “Transaction cannot be updated with current tag” |

*When amended:

An amended swap trade acts different than a new swap does. It has one additional tag, “CLS-Amend”, and it populates different fields in the message sent in the export file. For all states and actions that are not explained below, an amended swap acts like a regular swap.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verify</th>
<th>CLS-Eligible</th>
<th>CLS-EXPORT activity is run</th>
<th>Tag CLS-Send is removed and CLS-Sent is added.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CLS-Send</td>
<td></td>
<td>The export file sends “AMND” in field :22A:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CLS-Amend</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verify</th>
<th>CLS-Eligible</th>
<th>CLS-EXPORT activity is run</th>
<th>Tag CLS-Send is removed and CLS-Sent is added.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CLS-Send</td>
<td></td>
<td>If tag: CLS-Matched-Leg-Group-1 OR CLS-Matched-Leg-Group-2 is set, disregard that leg. Only the leg that hasn’t a matched tag should be exported as an amendment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CLS-Amend</td>
<td></td>
<td>The export file sends “AMND” in field :22A:</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

If a CLS-Matched-Leg-Group is set and that leg needs to be amended, remove that tag manually.
## Same day swaps

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transaction state</th>
<th>Transaction Tag</th>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Outcome</th>
<th>Comment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Open</td>
<td></td>
<td>Apply</td>
<td>CLS-Eligible-Only-Forward-Leg if the criteria is meet.</td>
<td>Transaction is saved in database.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open</td>
<td></td>
<td>Commit</td>
<td>Transaction is sent to state Verify</td>
<td>Tag CLS-Send is put on if tag CLS-Eligible-Only-Forward-Leg is set.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open</td>
<td></td>
<td>Cancel</td>
<td>Transaction is sent to state Canceled</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verify</td>
<td>CLS-Eligible-Only-Forward-Leg CLS-Send</td>
<td>Verify</td>
<td>Popup message “Cannot be sent forward in the transaction flow with this tag”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verify</td>
<td>CLS-Eligible-Only-Forward-Leg CLS-Send</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Transaction is sent to state Open</td>
<td>All tags are removed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verify</td>
<td>CLS-Eligible-Only-Forward-Leg CLS-Send</td>
<td>Cancel</td>
<td>Transaction is sent to state Canceled</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verify</td>
<td>CLS-Eligible-Only-Forward-Leg CLS-Send</td>
<td>CLS-EXPORT activity is run</td>
<td>Tag CLS-Send is removed and CLS-Sent is added.</td>
<td>The export sends a message for</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transactionnr 1</td>
<td>Verify</td>
<td>CLS-Eligible-Only-Forward-Leg</td>
<td>CLS-Sent</td>
<td>Verify</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>--------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CLS-Eligible-Only-Forward-Leg</td>
<td>CLS-Sent</td>
<td>Open</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CLS-Eligible-Only-Forward-Leg</td>
<td>CLS-Sent</td>
<td>Cancel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CLS-Eligible-Only-Forward-Leg</td>
<td>CLS-Sent</td>
<td>CLS-IMPORT activity is run If the import contains a file with “match” Put on tag CLS-Matched-Leg-Group-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Final</td>
<td>CLS-Eligible-Only-Forward-Leg</td>
<td>CLS-Matched</td>
<td>Cancel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Verify</td>
<td>CLS-Eligible-Only-Forward-Leg</td>
<td>CLS-Sent</td>
<td>Cancel</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*See “When amended“ further down.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Action</th>
<th>State</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Verify</td>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Transaction is moved to state open. All tags are removed except: CLS-Matched-Leg-Group-1 OR CLS-Matched-Leg-Group-2 Tag CLS-Amend is put on.</td>
<td>*See “When amended“ further down.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final</td>
<td>Re-Open</td>
<td>Popup Message “Cannot be moved with transaction tag CLS-Matched”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open</td>
<td>Update transaction + Apply</td>
<td>Transaction updated and saved in database</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Put on tag CLS-Eligible-Only-Forward-Leg if the criteria is meet, if no longer meet remove tag CLS-Eligible-Only-Forward-Leg</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verify or Final</td>
<td>Update transaction + Apply</td>
<td>Popup message: “Transaction cannot be updated with current tag”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*When amended:

An amended swap trade acts different than a new swap does. It has one additional tag, “CLS-Amend”, and it populates different fields in the message sent in the export file. For all states and actions that are not explained below, an amended swap acts like a regular swap.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Verify</th>
<th>CLS-Eligible-Only-Forward-Leg</th>
<th>CLS-EXPORT activity is run</th>
<th>Tag CLS-Send is removed and CLS-Sent is added. The export sends transactionnr-1 with “AMND” in field :22: and disregards transactionnr-2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CLS-Send</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CLS-Amend</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CLS-Matched-Leg-Group-1</td>
<td></td>
<td>If CLS-Matched-Leg-Group-1 needs to be amended, remove that tag manually.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>If CLS-Matched-Leg-Group-1 is set: The transaction cannot be exported with matched tags.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Suggestions for improvement

Netting with counterparties
For companies that use settlement manager a support for netting throughout all the CLS counterparties can be investigated.

Trading with your own settlement member
When trading with our own settlement member bank, netting of the trade can be done before it goes into CLS.
This lowers the cost of using CLS but also increases the settlement risk. The risk that your settlement member bank goes into bankruptcy needs to be considered for example.

Adding more funds
A client who have several independent funds who independently trade in the FX market can use field :83a: in the MT304 file to specify which fund who executed the trade.

Designing modes
The use of different modes should be used and designed within every organization. Take into consideration that in this specification BackOffice should have permission to set tag Matched-Leg-Group-2 on same day swaps.

To be provided
For a complete use of CLS together with Wallstreet suit v7.4 further documentation needs to be provided. The specification for FX forwards, swaps and same day swaps is written so that options and NDF’s can be used via CLS too. However, separate specifications for those two instruments are needed. Following documents will later be provided:

Business specification for Options
Business specification for NDF’s

When using CLS for options and NDF’s different file formats are used and the file message looks different. For NDF’s it will be a continuation on the MT304 attached to this specification. For options the file format MT305 is used. Following documents will later be provided:

File specification MT304
File specification MT305
## SWIFT TRADE MESSAGE FORMAT - MT304

| TP | Third party IF Sweden |
| SM | Settlement member Citibank |

### File format MT304

The file format MT304 is used for sending fx-spot transactions from WSS to CLS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FIELD</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>TP with TP</th>
<th>TP with SM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A15A</td>
<td>New Sequence</td>
<td>NULL</td>
<td>NULL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A20</td>
<td>Senders Reference</td>
<td>Unique reference</td>
<td>Unique reference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A21</td>
<td>Related Reference</td>
<td>same as A20</td>
<td>same as A20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A22A</td>
<td>Type of Operation</td>
<td>NEWT or AMID</td>
<td>NEWT or AMID</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A24A</td>
<td>Scope of Operation</td>
<td>ASET</td>
<td>ASET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A33A</td>
<td>Fund</td>
<td>Mandatum funds</td>
<td>Mandatum funds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A38A</td>
<td>Transaction CP A (Fund Manager)</td>
<td>TP Client BIC</td>
<td>TP Client BIC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A37A</td>
<td>Transaction CP B (Executing broker)</td>
<td>Cpt BIC</td>
<td>Cpt BIC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A16S</td>
<td>New Sequence</td>
<td>NULL</td>
<td>NULL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C10T</td>
<td>Trade Date</td>
<td>YYYY/MM/DD</td>
<td>YYYY/MM/DD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C20V</td>
<td>Value Date</td>
<td>YYYY/MM/DD</td>
<td>YYYY/MM/DD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C32B</td>
<td>Exchange Rate</td>
<td>Exchange Rate</td>
<td>Exchange Rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C53A</td>
<td>Delivery Agent</td>
<td>BIC of SM</td>
<td>BIC of SM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C56A</td>
<td>Intermediary (Bought)</td>
<td>CLSBU533XXX</td>
<td>CLSBU533XXX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C67A</td>
<td>Receiving Agent</td>
<td>CITIG82LCLS or NDEADXXKCLS</td>
<td>CITIG82LCLS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C33B</td>
<td>Amount Sold</td>
<td>Currency Code + Amount</td>
<td>Currency Code + Amount</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C67B</td>
<td>Receiving Agent</td>
<td>CLSBU533XXX</td>
<td>CLSBU533XXX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-j</td>
<td>End</td>
<td>End sign</td>
<td>End sign</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Development Instructions

1. Position 4-12: Portfolio Owner in trade => Client Editor => Field Swift Code, fill rest of positions with X
2. Position 13-22: CLS node, Portfolio Owner in trade => Client Editor => CLS-NODE Value
3. Position 5-16: Portfolio Owner in trade => Client Editor => CLS-SETTLEMENT-MEMBER-BIC
4. Portfolio has CLS property then override the properties on the Client.

- `A15A`: New Sequence
- `A20`: Senders Reference
- `A21`: Related Reference
- `A22A`: Type of Operation
- `A24A`: Scope of Operation
- `A33A`: Fund
- `A38A`: Transaction CP A (Fund Manager)
- `A37A`: Transaction CP B (Executing broker)
- `C10T`: Trade Date
- `C20V`: Value Date
- `C32B`: Exchange Rate
- `C53A`: Delivery Agent
- `C56A`: Intermediary (Bought)
- `C67A`: Receiving Agent
- `C33B`: Amount Sold
- `C67B`: Receiving Agent
- `-j`: End

- **Transaction number** (if swap add -1 or -2 after)
- **Transaction number** (Field 21 will always be equal to Field 20)
- **If Transaction Status = CLS-Send => NEWT, If Transaction Status = CLS-Send and CLS-Amend => AMID**
- **Hardcoded**
- **"This field specifies the Fund, ie. the client for which the transaction was executed"**
- **Portfolio Owner of the trade => Client Editor => Field Swift Code, Fill with X until 11 positions**
- **Counterparty of the trade => Client Editor => Field Swift Code, Fill with X until 11 positions**
- **Opening Date**
- **Value Date**
- **Exchange Rate (Inverted rate is ok)**
- **Buy Currency and Amount**
- **Counterparty = Client Editor = Value for Property CLS-SETTLEMENT-MEMBER-BIC, If property doesn’t exist => CLS-BIC**
- **Hardcoded**
- **Portfolio Owner in trade => Client Editor => CLS-SETTLEMENT-MEMBER-BIC**
- **Sell Currency and Amount, currency must be in a valid ISO 4217 code.**
- **Amount, A decimal comma is mandatory and is included in the maximum length.**
- **The number of digits following the comma must not exceed the maximum number allowed for the specified currency. Example: GBP800.50**
- **Counterparty = Client Editor = Value for Property CLS-SETTLEMENT-MEMBER-BIC, If property doesn’t exist => CLSBU533XXX**
- **Fill with X until 11 positions**
- **Hardcoded**